(Complete this form only if you wish to give us notice in accordance with clause 15 of the Terms)

Notice Form

To be successfully completed and effective as a Notice Form all fields must be completed.

To: The Fat Duck Limited

Ticket number: [*] (“the Ticket”)

(Insert the number of the Ticket being cancelled)

Ticket Date: [*]

(Insert the date of Ticket being cancelled)

Reservation time and date: [*]

(“the Reservation”)

(Insert time and date of reservation being cancelled: this must be both the time and date of the reservation linked to the Ticket being cancelled or this form will not be successfully completed and will not be effective as a Notice Form)

Name of purchaser(s) of the Ticket: [*]

(The name of the purchaser(s) inserted here must be identical to the name of the purchaser(s) provided to us when the relevant Ticket was ordered from us or this form will not be successfully completed and will not be effective as a Notice Form)
I notify, confirm and warrant, that the Ticket, the Reservation and the contract of sale of the Ticket are all immediately and irrevocably cancelled on my successful completion of this form.

I warrant and confirm: that I am the purchaser of the Ticket; that I purchased the Ticket from The Fat Duck Limited; that I am entitled to complete this form; that I have received and will receive no payment, in money or otherwise, directly or indirectly from or on behalf of any person in return for completing this form.

Or, if I am not the purchaser of the Ticket from The Fat Duck Limited, I warrant and confirm: that I am authorised and instructed by the purchaser of the Ticket from The Fat Duck Limited to complete this form on their behalf and as their authorised agent; that the purchaser has received and will receive no payment, in money or otherwise, directly or indirectly from or on behalf of any person in return for me completing this form.

Date: [*]

(Insert date this form is completed)

Name:*[ ]*

(Insert name of person completing this form)

[*] Complete as appropriate